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(mmm)
(ooo)
Have you ever love someone 
and your lost now that there gone 
in the middle of the pain 
you do your best to move on 
you think about it day and night 
and try and pass things up 
and once you get em back 
its not exactly how it was 

how do i
turn it around no longer feel the same 
or should i 
just pretend nothings wrong and play this game 
oh i do 
remember how it was and what we had 
i think about 
why we let it go before it hurts so bad 

there were to much time 
that we spent apart 
being away from you 
it changed my heart 
i do remember 
how i once felt 
but i must confess 
that outta love i fell

nothings making any sense one minute your in love 
when i saw myself without you i felt like giving up 
couldnt imagine life without a love that was so strong 
i think it had a lot to do that you were gone for so long 

how do i
turn it around no longer feel the same 
or should i 
just pretend nothings wrong and play this game 
oh i do 
remember how it was and what we had 
i think about 
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why we let it go before it hurts so bad 

there were to much time (ooo)
that we spent apart 
being away from you 
it changed my heart 
i do remember (i do remmeber)
how i once felt
but i must confess (that i must confess)
that outta love i fell 

there were to much time (ooo)
that we spent apart 
being away from you (being away)
it changed my heart 
i do remember (i do rmemeber) 
how i once felt
but i must confess (but i must confess) 
that outta love i fell (ooo)(ooo) 

wish i could press rewind 
oh i took our love for granted 
time went by 
oh i want it so much 
to get you back 
now that memory is all we have 

(ahhhoo)
(oooo)
(ohhh)

there were to much time 
that we spent apart (ooo)
being away from you 
it changed my heart (heart)
i do remember 
how i once felt (felt)
but i must confess (ooo)
that outta love i fell (ooo)
(x2)

(fell)
outta love i fell
(ooo)
(yaa)
outta love (x2)
outta love i just fell
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